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Compact, Nylon Design
The internal pully and braking system of the model 337120 ToyLok allows you to choose your optimum 
length of cable. The dent and scratch resistent nylon case and 15-feet of coated cable reduce 
abrasion and rub marks on your gear. Lock the cable end to the metal tab or back to the cable 
for maximum usable length. When you’re ready to use your gear, simply remove the padlock 
and give the cable a tug to retract. The built-in clutch prevents cable snap back. Finely 
braided steel cable makes it extremely difficult for bolt-cutters to work. Breakaway 
security nuts provide a secure installation.

Stop Thieves In Their Tracks!
Scavengers are everywhere. ToyLok’s tamper-resistant 
design keeps your gear safe while you’re away. Simply 
loop the anti-abrasion cable through your motorcycle, 
ATV, generator or furniture. Lock the cable back into the 
ToyLok device and you’re ready to hit the trails, head to 
the beach, or go to the fishing pond. Thanks to ToyLok, 
your belongings will be there when you get back.

Part# 337120

Quick Facts 
• Easy, bolt-on installation
• Built-in clutch prevents cable snap while retracting

• 15 feet of PVC coated, anti-abrasion cable

• Internal breaking and pulley system allows users to  
 choose their optimum length of cable

• 8,000 pound rated cables ensures your gear stays safe

• Keys, padlock and mounting hardware included

Loop it, lock it, leave it!
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ToyLok works with just about  
any trailer or truck application! 
Our line of genuine ToyLok accessories allows 
owners to attach their ToyLok to just about anything; 
RV Travel Trailer Bumpers, Trailer A-Frames, Truck 
Beds,Tool Boxes or your ATV!  ToyLok has your back.

†Hardware included

Part# 337114

Part# 337113

Part# 337117

Part# 337111

Part# 337112

Part# 337862

The ToyLok ATV/UTV mount allows 
for an easy and secure connection 
to the front or rear gaurds.†

Easily mounts your ToyLok to any 
standard 4-inch square RV bumper.†

Mount your ToyLok conviently inside your truck 
bed mounted tool box with this great accessory. 

Mount your ToyLok to any 
1-1/4 inch or 2 inch receiver.†

Mounts in truck stake pocket; 
anti-abrasion pad included.†

Easily mounts your ToyLok 
to most trailer frames.†

Genuine ToyLok
®

 Accessories


